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INTRODUCTION

Fitcoin is a web3 startup
monetizing lifestyle activity

through crypto, gamification,  
and NFT integration
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The world's first and only
free-to-play, Burn-2-Earn
fitness based application
monetizing active daily
lifestyles through
cryptocurrency,
gamification,  
and NFT integration.
Fitcoin rewards your daily
passive and active calorie
burn through blockchain,
revolutionizing P2E
economics, turning your
real life activity into an
immersive
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experience, merging
blockchain technology with
real world activity and
earning crypto while doing
so: Burn-2-Earn.
Everyone with a wearable
fitness tracker can play.
Player can link wearable
fitness tracker and start
earning Fitcoin immediately
for FREE. Fitcoin can then
be used within the app to
participate in community
challenges, fitness quest
challenges

INTRODUCTION

in app purchases or

Players also have the

swapped off platform with

option to participate in

designated trading pair.

Fitness Quests. Fitness
Quest will require the
purchase of NFTs that will

In addition to earning

be fully customizable,

crypto, players can

upgradable and sport

participate in, 24hr, weekly

specific.

or monthly community
challenges, entry fee paid
with earned Fitcoin, for a
chance to win Legendary,
Epic, Rare, Uncommon
NFTs. Earned NFTs can
then be linked within app to
boost passive Fitcoin
earnings.
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INTRODUCTION

HOW WE PROFIT


We take small taxes from user
activities, such as NFT sales,
Fitcoin burning, and premium
multiplier subscriptions. All assets
in the Fitcoin app are owned by
individual users and majority of
earnings in app are made by
users.
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Our Mission

Introduce non-native crypto
and NFT to the exciting world
of blockchain through fitness
and activity
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Encourage everyone to
burn more calories to
create a healthier global
population. Calorie burn or
deficit is the ultimate health
metric. With the right
motivation everyone has
the potential to become a
healthier version of
themselves.
Remove traditional barriers
to entry in the
cryptocurrency and NFT
space through activity.
Players can earn
cryptocurrency and
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NFT’s with zero cost.
Simply link your tracker and
begin the Burn-2-Earn
process. Your effort
defines your reward.

THE PRODUCT
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TOKENOMICS

THE TOKEN


Fitcoin proposed supply
8B Tokens
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Governance and utility token all in one.
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TOKENOMICS

Link Tracker

Purchase Multiplier

Burn-2-Earn

Burn-2-Earn

Earn Fitcoin

Earn 3x Fitcoin

Join Community
Challenges

Purchase and Customize Fitness
Quest NFT

Purchase Entry with
Fitcoin

Join Fitness Quest Challenges

Complete challenge

Complete Fitness Quests
(Level 1-60)

Win NFT

Collect Fitcoin bonus

Link NFT to increase Fitcoin
Earning Potential

Level Up both Fitness quest and
Rarity Score
Increase Fitcoin Earning
Potential
Swap Fitcoin off Platform or Use
Fitcoin in Store for Merch
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TOKENOMICS

FITCOIN TOKEN BURNING

Breed New
Community
Challenge NFTs

Fitcoin Store

Level Up Fitness
Quest NFT (1-60)

Join Community
Challenges

Decrease Cool
Down Period

Metaverse Event
Entry Fee

Join Community
AR Challenges
(coming soon)
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Purchase fitness
goods and
merchandise with
Fitcoin

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

550 000 000

Proposed Initial Supply

20% 110M

Project, Support, 
Team, Liquidity
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30% 165M

Burn-2-Earn

30% 165M

Liquidity Mining

20% 110M

NFT Mining

Proprietary tokenomics is created with a limiter and halving mechanism to
ensure viability indefinitely. 
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ROADMAP

October 2022
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Q2 / 2022

Level Quest
NFT Mint

Build Team

Launch Web2
Beta
Q1 2022

Open Beta
Web3

December 2022

Develop Token,
Blockchain & NFTs
Applications
Q3 / 2022

Community
Challenges
November 2022

Level Quest
Challenges
January 2023
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THE WHY

Why Fitcoin? 
Why Now?
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Health and wellness is on the
forefront of everyone’s mind.
It is everyone's intention to
become healthy, but intention
without action is not enough.
So how do we as a community
take the actions necessary to
match our intentions. Taking
action requires a motivator,
and Fitcoin becomes the
catalyst, helping people take
ownership of their health and
wellness, by leaning on our
inherent curiosity and
excitable human nature.
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What a time to be alive! We
should be excited. We are living
in a technological revolution,
with the introduction of WEB3
and blockchain, that will
undoubtedly shape humanity
for years to come. Fitcoin will
create innovative ways to
become fit: physically, mentally,
and financially. Currently we are
presented with a unique
opportunity to combine
emerging technologies,
blockchain, with existing
trending technologies, wearable
trackers, to create a tangible
positive global impact and
awareness with a reason for
action.



THE WHY

In addition, by monetizing
movement, our mission is to help
ease some of the financial burdens
associated with living a healthy
lifestyle, and provide economic
opportunities globally where they
may have never existed or thought
possible traditionally. Financial gain
becomes the motivator, community
creates accountability, and results
garner the discipline, creating a
healthier, wealthier world. 


Fitcoin foundationally makes use of
traditional concepts in the health
industry. At its core, Fitcoin
deploys educational tools,
contracts, reverse contracts,
community, challenges, and
accountability, and applies them in
an engaging, exploratory thoughtprovoking way, through the use of
blockchain. 

We are creating a world where
every user can engage 24/7/365

with a community to educate and
participate in creating healthy,
active lifestyles, while taking
ownership of their well-being, both
literally and figuratively, with the
integration of NFT’s and the
Metaverse.
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Burn-2-Earn Starts Today
Join Discord
fitcoinapp.com

